[Highlights of the Guanajuato-Apaseo Logistics Center]

- With incoming and outgoing truck docks completely segregated, the Center emphasizes work efficiency in automotive-related logistics and is optimally designed for cross-docking operations.
- The Center is advantageously located near the warehouses of major set manufacturers, suppliers, etc., to serve as a collection hub for milk-run transport and US-Mexico traffic.
- The facility will be linked into Nippon Express’ global inventory control system REWARDS to serve as a transfer center that provides just-in-time delivery coupled to customers’ production plans.
- The Center has an IMMEX(*) license, required for bonded processing in Mexico.
- To improve work efficiency, a canopy area has been established for loading/unloading side-open trailers to be newly introduced into Mexico (side-open trailers will be used from November 2020).
- The installation of 34 dock levelers and the designation of shipping areas for each hour make it possible to synchronize incoming/outgoing shipments with customers’ production lines.

*IMMEX system
Licensed companies are eligible for tax exemptions when importing materials/parts that are to be shipped to the US or other locations outside Mexico after final processing.